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Abstract-On-going development of Ka-band capability for in antenna gains at higher frequencies, an improvement in
the Deep Space Networks (DSN) will radically increase the the signal strength by a factor of four can be expected
bandwidth available to support advanced mission concepts in the transition from X-band to Ka-band [1. Moreover,
envisioned for future robotic as well as human exploration of
Mars and beyond. While Ka-band links can operate at much at I a-band deep sace communications isalMlHocated 500
higher data rate than X-band, they are much more susceptible MHz of bandwidth compare to the 50 MHz of bandwidth
to fluctuating weather conditions and manifest a significant allocated to the X-band [L]; leading to even greater increase
trade-off between throughput and availability. If the operating in throughput when using Ka-band.
point is fixed, the maximum average throughput for deep space Although the throughput gain in Ka-band can be signif-
Ka-band link is achieved at about 80 percent availability,
i.e., weather-related outages will occur about 20 percent of ucant, Ka-band data transmissio is susceptible to weather
the time. Low availability increases the complexity of space fluctuations. The deep space systems use receivers with
mission operation, while higher availability would require very low noise temperatures of approximately 25 K. This
additional link margins that lowers the overall throughput. makes them extremely sensitive to atmospheric effects [3],
To improve this fundamental throughput-availability tradeoff, [2]. Weather events, such as rain and clouds, increase the
data rate adaptation based on real-time observation of the
channel condition is necessary. moisture in the atmosphere; and consequently the noise

In this paper, we model the ka-band channel using a temperature.
Markov process to capture the impact of the temporal The proposed data transmission scheme in Ka-band,
correlation in weather conditions. We then develop a rate which is going to be demonstrated on the Mars Recon-
adaptation algorithm to optimize the data rate based on naissance Orbiter (MRO), uses constant rate transmission.
real time feedback on the measured channel conditions.
Our algorithm achieves both higher throughput and link Speci.fically,duorsing apaotcular communicatioinsessiomn,availability as compared to the constant rate scheme presently based on the statistics of the atmospheric noise temperature
in use. and pass geometry, a link configuration is decided in

advance to achieve a constant transmission rate. When the
actual transmission takes place, the targeted, data rate can be
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[1]. If a timely decision on whether to retransmit the lost
1. INTRODUCTION data cannot be made, such disruptions will greatly compli-

Ka-band trnmiso is viwda .rm en cate mission operationas. fIn order to ensure the reliabi:lity
for meeting the increasing demands for high data rate ofacmuiainln,adiinlpwrmri ilb

added to combat the weather flLuctuation, at the expense ofservices of space explLoration missions. Due to the increase lin thoghu.
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with the Ka-band linl while maintaining data continuity The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
and high throughput. Specifically, our adaptive rate trans- 2 describes the Ka-band link margin and the atmospheric
mission scheme predicts the channel conditions (i.e., the noise measurement data. The details of the constant rate
atmospheric noise temperature and attenuation) based on transmission scheme and adaptive rate transmission scheme
the current and past noise temperature observations. A are presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the prediction
transmission rate is then chosen after adding an appropriate algorithm and the algorithm for choosing the adaptive
margin to the predicted link budget. This additional power margin in the ART scheme. Finally, section 5 compares the
margin is essential to mitigate any prediction errors. The CRT scheme with the ART scheme in terms of throughput
transmitter adapts its transmission rate at regular intervals performance and link availability.
of relatively short duration (e.g., 5 minutes). If the pre-
dicted noise temperature plus margin is higher than the 2. LINK MARGIN ANALYSIS
actual noise temperature during the interval, data can be The standard li.( equation that relates the transmission
successfully transmitted at the chosen data rate. rate to the required Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) per bit is
Using atmospheric noise temperature data collected at given by

the Deep Space Network Madrid site for 1678 days, we Pr
=
R

b
compare the performance of the constant rate transmis- No RN
sion (CRT) scheme and the adaptive rate transmission
(ART) scheme in terms of data availability (continuity) The received SNR on the ground, P /N, is given by
and throughput. For the constant rate transmission scheme, p F2.2 A
the maximum throughput is achieved with a temperature N =PAmp EAmp 8C* psc (d) 2No ~~~~A2d
threshold of 16 K; which also yields 80 percent availability. 2 2 (2)

* * * T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-1 -L-1 Er7G (krT -TysIn contrast, as shown in Fig. 1 the adaptive rate scheme Atm Lpg * c2* (k T)y
achieves 40 percent greater throughput for the same (80
percent) level of availability. A similar comparison, at In the above equation, PAmp is the power into the spacecraft

.. . . ~~~~~~~~amnplifier- (Am, iS the amplifier efficiency- A iS the RFdifferent availability levels, is also shown in the figure. For a p i
example, at 99 percent data availability, the throughput of wavelength; and rc are spacecraft and ground antenna

radii, respectively Lps and, L are the spacecraft and.the ART scheme is more than four times that of the CRT r y, pse pg p
scheme. ground pointing losses, respectively; Esc and 6G are the

spacecraft and ground antenna efficienlcies, respectively;For clarity of presentation, we have excluded the deter- 'andds e tnce etwenn thesciecraftian th
ministic variation of spacecraft elevation angle from our ahd L is the loss deto tmosphecrab t and
analytic model because its impact can be overcome by cEarth.eAt isthe loss due to atmospheric absorption and

scattering Ty,s is the ground, system naoise temperature,pre-scheduled adjustments to the transmit power or data ad i
rate. These adjustments to deterministic fluctuations can
be easily handled by both the ART and CRT schemes. are related to the atmospheric noise temperature, Tt.
Of course, such adjustments do not take into account the Specifically, the atmospheric loss LAtin is related to Tatm
stochastic fluctuations due to weather effects. Hence the through the following approximation [4],
focus of the ART scheme is to adapt the data rate to I 275 . Ttn~< 275
stochastic fluctuations in the noise temperature. LAtm otherwise

The system noise temperature Tsy reflects how noisy
Throughput increase (compare to the constant rate scheme) vs availability y

s s, r y
450 the system is. It consists of equipment and antenna noise

400 temperature, atmospheric noise temperature, and observed
cosmic background noise. That is,

Q350 2.

eq t Tatm (42 300 TSJS= T
+LtTn (4)

250 To illu.strate the relationship between weather (i.e., Tsys)X) /and the transmission rate, we have:
''200-[

D275T No (5
L Teq + Tatm + LA, 25 /kNI
LD 100

where a encapsulates the rest of the terms in Eq.(2). For a
0 LItransmission at rate P to be successful, we must have

0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 a) 2 5
Availability TegTtm+7J 275 .(N))req O

Fig. Percetage ihrouhpu inres of JIII9DIARscem ove CRTIWschem IIIn thae constant rate transmission schaeme, a transmission
for diffi1er9en Et lin aviabltieso. .- rate andc the requiredl SNR per bit are selected first. If the
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actual SNR per bit at the receiver side is greater than the 3. THROUGHPUT AND LINK AVAILABILITY
required SNR per bit, the transmission will be successful. To get estimate the thoughput performance of the con-
Based on the weather statistics, one can select a rate such
thatrnmsin ar sucssu area ecnaeo stant rate transmilssilon scheme using the measured noisethatime.nForsthenconstantcrateftransmission scheme,athere temperature data, we first calihrate our link model with

is a tradeoff between the transmission rate and the lr a baseline design by selecting a threshold atmospheric
availability. Using a higher data rate, requires lower noise no tempeature and the required SNR per bit for
temperature; and that occurs with lower probability Using

temperature threshold, R,(To), is given by,the adaptive rate transmission scheme, the atmospheric
noise temperature in the future is predicted first. More .(O 275 - To b
specifically, if the current time is t, it is necessary to predict Teq + TO + 2t 275 No )
the atmospheric noise temperature at time t+ L, where L is
at least the signal propagation time from the ground to the Let N denote the total number of data measurements
spacecraft and back (i.e., one round trip time). In the case and T(i) denote the ith atmospheric noise temperature
of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, the round trip time measurement. The average transmission rate RC with a
is usually between 20 to 30 minutes. Given the predicted threshold temperature To can be written as follows,
atmospheric noise temperature and the required SNR, a N
projected transmission rate can be obtained. A transmission
at a certain projected rate is successful only if the actual N
received SNR is greater than the required SNR. In order for
this adaptive rate transmission scheme to work properly, it where
is necessary to combat the prediction error. By adding a IT(i)<. 1I if Ti) <T
margin A to the predicted atmospheric noise temperature, T 0 otherwise
one can decrease the probability that the actual received The other performance metric that we are interested is link
SNR is smaller than the required SNR, hence, assuring availability, denoted here as A(To), and given by,
higher link availability. As we will see later, the way in
which the margin A is chosen will have a significant impact 1 N
on the performance of the adaptive transmission scheme. A(TN)= N T(i)KT) (10)

The atmospheric noise temperature data used in this pa-
per is measured at Deep Space Communications Complex In general the average transmission rate is a concave func-
60 (Madrid) using a water vapor radiometer (WVR) over tion of the reference temperature To. When To is low, the
1678 days. The temperature data were gathered at the rate average data rate is low due to frequent outages. However,
of one measurement every five minutes. Fig. 2 shows the if To is high, the link availability increases but the required
cumulative distribution function of Tatm,. It can be seen SNR per bit forces low data rate transmission. So it is clear
from the figure that for 80 percent of the time the noise for a fixed rate scheme, there is a tradeoff between availabil-
temperature is below 16 K; similarly for 85, 90, and 99 ity and throughput. From the atmospheric noise temperature
percent availability, the atmospheric noise temperature are data, the maximum Rc is achieved when To = 16 K. The
below 22 K, 41.5 K, and 89.3 K respectively. link availability, given To = 16 K, is about 80 percent. For

20 percent of the time, the link will not be available for
Cumulative distribution of the atmospheric noise temperature reliable communications. Moreover, since the time scale for

weather event is typically long (e.g., minutes to hours); the
0.9 4 outage period presents a significant operational challenge to
0.8 missions that desire constant monitoring/control of remote
0.7 spacecrafts.

b0.6 | Using an adaptive rate transmission scheme, intuitively,
the tradeoff between throughput and availability can be

(u 0.5- ax5o.5eliminated to a great extent. By setting a new threshold0
0.4 ffor each time interval (five minutes interval is used in this
0.3 paper), the adaptive scheme can have both good throughput
0.2 when channel quality is good and good availahility perfor-

mance when the weather condition is poor. Specifically,
0.1 Il .II0. at time t, the adaptiLve rate tranasmiLssion scheme predicts

0 10 20 30 40 50 100 150 the atmospheric noise telmperature at time t +to, denotedAtmospheric Noise Temperature (K) as Tp (t +to), where to is at lLeast one round trip time
from the grounad to the spacecraft. To mitigate the effectrig.~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~O 2. Th uuaiedsrblo ucino am fte prediction error, a smal margin A iS also addled to
Tp (t + to). Based on T(t + to) =Tp (t + to) + A, the
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autocorrelation function of the atmospheric noise temperatureprojected rate of transmission at time t +to, denoted as 1
Rp(t + to), is obtained as follows:

0.9

R(t +to) eb 11 0.8
g(T(t +to)) No ~~~~~~0.7-

where Q2 0.6
275 x 275 0

g(x) (Teq+x+2.7 ) (12) 0.5-
275 275-x04

When the actual transmitted signal reaches the ground X
receiver at time t + to, the actual SNR per bit is given 0.3
by: 0.2

SNR(t +to) R_cPg((t+to)) (13) 0.1
-1000 -500 500 1000

__ g(T(t to) ) qSb) q (14) k (time delay)
g(T(t + to)) No Fig. 3. The autocorrelation function of the atmospheric noise temperature

data with samplinlg inltervall of 5 minlutes.
If SNR(t + to) is greater than ( fb )req, the transmission
is successful. The average throughput of the adaptive rate
transmission scheme can be written as: From Fig.3, we see that the empirical autocorrelation func-

1 N-to tion fits the first order autocorrelation model very well.
N t E SNR(t+to) q} > ) Examining the autocorrelation function for k > 0, as k

increases, R(k) decreases exponentially for a1 < 1. Hence,
Similarly, the availability of transmissions using the adap- Eq.(117) can be used to described the atmospheric noise
tive rate transmission scheme, denoted here as Aa(To), is temperature measurements. Now, to predict the atmospheric
given by: noise temperature I samples ahead, we only need to look

N-to at the most recent sample since the process is a first order
A _ 1N 1 _(16) autoregressive process or a markov process. Let (t+ 1) be

t t=l 0 re. the predicted noise temperature at time t + 1. we can write

4. ADAPTIVE RATE TRANSMISSION SCHEME: Q(t - 1) c y(t) (19)
PREDICTION AND MARGIN To minimize the prediction mean square error, we have

A. Atmospheric noise temperature prediction E[(y(t + I)-y(t + 1))y(t)] = 0
To predict the atmospheric noise temperature one round .

trip time ahead into the future, we first investigate the cor- S ofw
relations between the atmospheric noise temperature mea- R(l)
surements. Fig.3 plots the autocorrelation function of the R(°)
noise samples. The correlation between samples decreases
as the time between samples increases. Now consider a B. Margin in the adaptive rate transmission scheme
first order autoregressive process described by the following We first investigate the performance of the adaptive rate
equation: transmission scheme when a constant margin is added to

Y(t)=a y(t - 1) + v(t) (17) the predicted atmospheric noise temperature. The result
is presented in Fig.4. The throughput of the adaptivewhere y(t) denotes the atmospheric noise temperature mea- transmission scheme with constant margin is compared with

surement atutime t,a isacosat, an t) denoest the maximum thoughput of the constant rate transmission
randomflluctuation of the temperatureat timetindependentL scheme. The service availability is defined as the fraction
of w (s) for all s < t Its autocorrelation function is defined of the five minute intervals that the transmissions areas: successful. Note that to achieve the maximum throughputR(k) E[y(t) y(t k) in the constant rate scheme results in a service availability
From Eq.( 17), a recursive form of the autocorrelation of 80 percent. In comparison, the ART scheme achieves
function can be written as the following both a higher throughput and a higher availability than the

C:RT scheme; even with the constant margin as sXhown in
R(k) =al R(k -1) k > 0 (18) Fig.4

Sovn th abv-qain ehv I:n fFig.4, we see aln improvement in the trad.eoff betweeln
' ~~~~~~~~thethrou.ghput anld the service availabilit using the adap-

R(k)=Cal k > 0 tive rate tralnsmission scheme. As the margiln ilncreases,
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Percentage throughput increase vs Margin Correlation between the standard deviation of measurements and prediction error30
0Q0.6 _ prediction error

25 standard deviation

ES0 L20.4-
C: < r r l 7 1 5
QD 0.2

U)

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'

0 0.

C: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5

~~~~~~~0.95~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2-" OL .09bQ'_ ---1M 0001

C: 0.946 0

a) i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fig.5. The correlation between the standard deviation of past measure-

J 0.85 melnts and the prediction error.

0 2 ~~~~Margin 8 O whenever the standard deviation of the past measurements
is flarge. Fig.6 shows the prediction error and the current

Fig. 4. The percentage throughput increase (as compared to the CRT atmospheric noise telmperature. Low atmlospheric noise
scheme) and availabilit inl the adaptive rate tranlsmissioln scheme with a
constant margin.

Correlation between the current noise temperature and prediction error
0 | predictio error

1 cu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~urn eprtr

0.95 20'

the solLe purpose of addinLg a margin to the predict atmo- (,

knowing how good the prediction can be yer useful in 0 u
determilnilng the right margiln lLevels. That is, if the predictioln
is good, it is unnecessary to add a large margin. (1h1

Intuitively,Difrtheopasttatmospheric temperatureemeasure- 20 v

ments have little fluctuation, we know the prediction shoulLd
be good.2Also,ifthecurrent atmospheric temperature is low
(i.e., the weather is good), the predicted temperatu.re in the s40
futu.re is usually more accurate becau.se the atmosp:heric 50o_
sconito under good weahe -I less varIa compared 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000Conulltlon ncler gooclweatner ls1ess vamasl compareu.data sample
to poor weather say when a storm system is present.
Hence, to estimate the accuracy of the prediction, our Fig. 6. The correlation between the current neasurements and the
adaptive rate transmission scheme will take the follLowing prediction error.
two factors ilnto colnsideratioln: the stalndard deviation ofthe
past atmospheric noise measurement and. the cu.rrent atmo- temperature normal:ly associates with smal:l predi;ction error.
spheric noise temperature. To get the standard deviation :Based on these two observations, the margin for each five
of the past lkI measurements, say {T(-l I + 1), T(-lEf + minutes interval is chosen adaptively as follows:
2), s T(O)}, we use the following,

A(t) = lSD(t) + c2 T(t), (201)

SD(igo) od th pedctoc[T(- i) - ery(O)e] u(20 whr c1 an aecntnsta cnb hsnt civ

determining the right marginlevels.Thai tra off t n throu t and av

where
- 1AS 5. COM[PARISON: THLROUGHPUT AND SERVICE

T(O)= - T(-XI-K ) AVAILABILITY
AI is gonFig. 7 shows the performances of the transmission

Fig5 sh s hw the pr dictin error and the steandrd hm that impm ts th dti margin dsribed i

deviation of past measurements are related for d.ata samplesEqd(2). In this plot, we show how the throughput (compare
5000 to 9000. Wecain see that the prediction error is large to that of the constant rate transmission scheme with
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I outage histogram in a 4-hours pass0- Percentage throughput increase vs Margin parameter 20 o
'-T 0.4 lMlEl , . T _ adaptive rate tran.

constant rate tran.
- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 41000

C:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
U)

Margin Parameter c l
Availability of service vs Margi parameter E-

cu -0 .3 ]]]*- a) l00

XD 0.25 60.......................0 0.20.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 3 4
*( | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~outageduration (in hours)

° 0 g / 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fig.8. Histogram of outage duration for both the ART and CRT schemes.

cu)a4T)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 In all the previous t-oughput results, we assume that the
Margin Parameter cl equivalent noise temperature of the ground equipment, T qS

is zero. fIn fFig9, we investigate the effect of the throughput
Fig. 7. The percentage throughput increase and availabilie in the adaptive performa0ce when the equipment noise is between 0 K ad
rate transmissionl scheme with an adaptive margin. 25K.ocivn 5prcn ete viaiiy the

throughput increase in the ART scheme with respect to the
CR1T scheme d.ecreases from 200 percelnt to 60 percent as

80 percent weather availability) anld. availabilit chanlges the equi;pment nloise increases from 0 K to 25 K.
when c1 increases. With c1 =2, the throughput of the
aDaptiveFtransmissiongscheme Throughput increase (compare to the constant rate scheme) vs T

0.85~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

the maximum achievable troughput of the constant rate h l
transmission scheme; the service availability is 94 percent, 180e n
compared to the 80 percent availabilite of the constant rate ahlu\pl
transmission scheme. At c1 =a10, the throu.ghput of the p160 \ t
adaptive transmission scheme is stilvl 20 percent more than a 9 p

the maximum t oughput of thehoughpuconstantin rateR transmissionspectto140
schee wile he vaiabil inreaes t 99perent.Thu, RT sceedcessfo 0 prett 0preta

the adaptive ratetransmissimon scheme not only providesa g e

significant throu.ghput gain but also greatly increases the a)10

2300

data availability. ,
To make a fair comparison,b Fg. p:lots the throu.ghput 80rt

constant rate transmission schemes, for achieving 99, 95, 6C0 5 10 15 20 25
90, and 80 percent service availability. As we confrosmTre (K)

transmissio scheme. Atcl = 10, wecanugpusee eq 016

this figure for the constant rate transmission to achieve 99
service. availabili.. th.eutn hoghu sol bu Fig. 9. The effect of equiplment noise on the throughput increase.

t of that of the adaptive rate transmission scheme.4
Asc mentioned previouslLy, animponrant advantage of us-

in theadaptive rate transmission scheme is to provide dat 6 CONCLUSION
continuity. Using the constant rate transmission scheme, In this aper we proose a rate adaptive transmission
data will be lost whenever the atmospheric noise temper- scheme to mitigate weather effects associated with the
ature is above the thresXhold. temperatu.re, resu.lting in a :Ka-band. link while maintaining data continui;t and high
complicatedretransmission process andpmission operational throughput. During a fixed interval of consideration, the
procedure to work around the outage. Fig. 8 presents a adaptive rate transmission scheme predicts the atmospheric
histogram of the outage durations using the two different noise temperature at least one round trip time ahead. The
transmission schemes. From the figure, we see that outages adverse effect of prediction error on the success of the
occur much more frequ.ently anld with longer durationl when transmissioo is reduced by dyamically adjusting the link
using the cofnstant rate transmission scheme. margin.
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